ABSTRACT Mobile edge computing (MEC) technology migrates the cloud computing platform to the edge of the mobile access network, which reduces the end-to-end delay of mobile service delivery and improves the user experience. However, since the number of the deployed small cell base stations (BSs) is larger than the macro BSs, automatic deployment can be used to control deployment costs. In this paper, we study the adaptive boundary algorithm of indoor small cell BSs and propose a power optimization scheme in self-organizing MEC-based heterogeneous small cell networks. According to the actual environment, the indoor small cell BS can be deployed quickly and flexibly. And the coverage of the small cell BS can be optimized by automatically adjusting the power parameters. Considering the coverage and spectral efficiency of the macro BS and the small cell BS, the performance indicators of the optimization program and results evaluation is proposed. Finally, the simulation results show that the proposed algorithm and scheme can control the deployment cost and improve the optimization coverage of macro BSs and small cell BSs under the control cost.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the continuous development of mobile networks, the number of mobile users increased exponentially. In wireless communication networks, more and more advanced new technologies in wireless networks need to be adopted to combat the explosion increase in mobile traffic data demand. Faced with this challenge, in order to improve the coverage and spectral efficiency of cellular networks and improve the quality of service, the fifth generation mobile communication needs to meet the new business requirements of the ultra-low bandwidth, ultra-low latency, ultra-low power, and ultra-high reliability [1] , [2] . Mobile edge computing is a promising technique in 5G key technologies. The basic idea is to migrate the cloud computing platform to the edge of the mobile access network [3] , to emphasize the proximity to mobile users, to reduce the delay of network operation and service delivery, and to improve the user experience [4] . At present, the processing spectral efficiency of the existing terminal equipment is difficult to meet the above requirements of low latency, high complexity, high reliability of mobile applications, thereby affecting the user experience. Mobile cloud computing allows mobile devices to partially or completely migrate local computing tasks to cloud servers, which solves the problem of the resource shortage of mobile devices and saves energy consumption of task execution [5] . However, offloading the task to the cloud server in the core network needs to consume the backhaul link resources and generate additional delay overhead, which can not meet the requirements of low latency and high reliability in the 5G scene [6] . Mobile edge computing allows the device to unload computing tasks to network edge nodes, such as base stations, wireless access points, etc., which meets the expanding demand of terminal equipment calculation ability, and makes up for the shortcomings of long time delay of cloud computing [7] , [8] . The benefits of MEC include: shortening task execution delay, greatly improving network energy efficiency and providing higher service reliability [9] . The cellular network has become more and more intensive at present, small cell network and small cell base stations will also be popular in small areas or indoor scenes, and the resource optimization problem of femtocell base stations was studied [10] . The authors in [11] proposed a small cell network resource allocation scheme, uses incomplete channel sensing and takes the fairness of small cell users into account. In this paper, we use the MEC platform to design a self-organizing power optimization scheme for heterogeneous small cell network.
In recent years, MEC has received extensive attention. In order to improve the user's experience quality (QoE) and reduce the corresponding resource consumption, the authors in [12] investigated the use of online learning algorithms for resource management and energy harvesting in MEC, which greatly reduced the power cost of MEC. A resource allocation algorithm for MEC systems was proposed in [13] , which dynamically managed radio and computational resources. The authors in [14] integrated MEC with radio access network, and studied the resource optimization of fog radio access network. The performance gains of mobile edge computing was studied in [15] , and the authors demonstrated that it is feasible to implement MEC in a fiber-wireless access network. In [16] , the authors exploited MEC server to adjust the bit rate of video transmission, and combined the content caching with adaptive bit rate streaming technology to improve the cache hit rate. In [17] , a D2D framework was proposed to achieve energy-efficient for the MEC system. Considering the demand heterogeneity of user equipments, the authors in [18] modeled the matching relationship between mobile edge computing service providers and user equipments, and proposed an auction mechanism to complete the auction process. In [19] , the authors proposed a semidefinite relaxation-based algorithm to optimize the offloading in the MEC and reduce the energy consumption and task delay of the equipment. The scheme of MEC calculation offloading decision was formulated, and the computation resource of MEC servers was optimized in [20] and [21] .
However, [9] , [12] , and [18] - [21] studied the MEC computation offloading and content caching. In the existing works, the problem of power optimization using self-organization network (SON) algorithm on the MEC platform has not been well studied. Although some works [22] have studied the enhancement of MEC architecture in an automated way, these efforts mainly focused on the MEC architecture rather than power optimization. Moreover, through the MEC platform, the close deployment of wireless network business becomes possible. Taking the network deployment and operation into account, the problem of controlling deployment cost and transmission power optimization has not been well solved. The self-organizing algorithm of small cell network is studied in [23] , which can make the small network deploy automatically in case of burst. In order to improve the coverage and capacity of cellular systems, in [24] , a dynamic network planning framework was designed using a cut-edge boundary division technique. In [25] , the author proposed an efficient cellular allocation scheme. In [26] , authors designed a power allocation scheme considering user rate requirements and inter-cell interference. The authors in [27] studied a fast algorithm for power allocation that maximizes energy efficiency in cognitive radio networks. However, most of those literatures do not consider the deployment and power optimization scheme in self-organizing MEC based heterogeneous small cell networks. From the coverage and spectral efficiency of base station (BS), the target cost and transmission power can be well controlled by adaptively adjusting the power parameters. Taking the coverage of small cell BS and the number of service users into account, this paper proposes a BS coverage and spectral efficiency solution with the consider of MEC. The small cell BS can automatically configure the power parameters and optimize the coverage range of BS. The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• Design an adaptive boundary algorithm for the coverage area of small cell BS: As in the self-optimization process, only in the small cell BS coverage, home user equipment (HUE) will work. We determine the boundary of the coverage by measuring the effective range of the HUE. The radius covered by the small cell BS is determined by the path loss of the small cell BS because the penetration loss will lead to the change of reference signal receiving power (RSRP) when the HUE enters the room. The real boundary of each small cell BS coverage region is obtained.
• Propose a power optimization adjustment scheme in self-organizing MEC based heterogeneous small cell networks: After the self-configuration and house boundary decision finished, initialize the power optimization adjustment. After the initial power adjustment, we compare the current cost function and the previous cost function to adjust the power parameters and optimize the transmission power in order to achieve the goal of minimizing the cost.
• Evaluate the performance of proposed solutions with a dense-urban deployment model: We used a dense urban deployment model in the simulation. We put the apartment block in some parts of the macro cell. The transmission power of the small cell BS is different due to the different distance between the block of the apartment and the small cell BS. Thus, we verify the mobility and robustness of the proposed scheme by simulating the different locations of the apartment block. According to the simulation results, we confirmed that the proposed algorithm and scheme can achieve our optimization goals. In the case of cost control, we greatly enhance the coverage of macro BS and small cell BS.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
The considered self-organizing heterogeneous small cell network consists of one macro BS, K small cell BSs, one SON server and one MEC Server. As show in the Fig. 1 , the small cell BSs are located in the coverage area of the macro BS, and the MEC server is deployed close to subscribers. The deployment of MEC server can shorten the distance between the computing server and the mobile device, and MEC server provides mobile users with computing resources and content cache. So mobile users can get computing resources for data processing from MEC server, and can also have a safe and reliable transmission environment with ultralow latency. In order to reduce the high costs, small cell BSs are deployed by the end-users themselves, and they are able to auto-configure all the required parameters by SON system. In the self configuration process, the boundary of the small cell BS coverage area is fixed. The mobile users in the coverage area of small cell BS will be provided service by small cell BS, and when mobile users move out of the boundary of small cell BS, the macro BS serves them. N = {1, 2, . . . , N max } denotes the set of orthogonal subcarriers, the macro BS and small cell BS can use these subcarriers for downlink transmission. To meet the demands of the users transmission, the macro BS and small cell BSs can select a transmitted power level from a finite set of values.
The set of mobile users of the k th small cell BS using n th subcarrier can be denoted as u H k,n . Let u M n denote the user of macro BS, using the n th subcarrier. Let P H n and P n M denote the n th subcarrier transmit power of small cell BS and macro BS, respectively. For u H k,n occupying the n th subcarrier, the received signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR) can be described as:
where
is the channel gain from small cell BS k to user
is the channel gain from macro BS to user u H k,n and σ 2 is the noise power. The SINR for user u M n of macro BS using n th subcarrier can be given by:
is the channel gain from macro BS to user u M n . It is also assumed that the system has a required coverage ratio and spectral efficiency for small cell BSs. Our goal is to optimize power of small cell BSs in MEC server and SON server to implement more coverage ratio and spectral efficiency for the heterogeneous small cell networks.
III. BOUNDARY DETERMINATION ALGORITHM
In this section, a boundary determination algorithm is proposed to get the real boundary of small cell BS coverage area. For implementing this algorithm, SON server needs the measurement report of RSRP, TX power and cell ID, and MEC server will provide computing resource for SON server.
Small cell BS needs to initialize their parameters after being deployed by end-users themselves. In this initialization process, the boundary of every small cell BS is fixed. However, the fixed boundary is not always suitable because of various sizes of buildings and different deployment positions in a house. To get the real boundary of small cell BS coverage area is important for SON. In order to optimize the power of system, the SON server should calculate real boundary of small cell BS combining with MEC server after the initialization process of small cell BS.
When mobile user equipment (UE) works in the coverage area of small cell BS, its RSRP is available for small cell BS. And the RSRP will have a big change when UE passes through the real boundary of small cell BS coverage area. When the measurement value of RSRP has a big change, A3 event will occur, which indicates that neighbour becomes offset better than serving, and the measurement will be reported to the small cell BS. The change of RSRP will be used to determine the real boundary.
It is also considered that A3 event does not occur always when UE enter or go out the door of a house which deploys a small cell BS. So a new trigger is needed for reporting the measurement of RSRP when UE pass through the adoptive boundary. Here let V b denote a threshold, and let E T denote an event that the change of RSRP from small cell BS is more than V b between successive two measurements. The measurement which has bigger RSRP will be sent to small cell BS when E T occurs.
As Fig. 2 shows, where T is a measurement period, after receiving the measurement report form UE, small cell BS will send its TX power, the RSRP and the cell ID to SON server. SON server generates a computing task for determining the boundary of the small cell BS coverage area, and it will ask MEC server for computing resource. SON server sends its computing task to MEC server and will get the calculation result from MEC server. Determining the boundary, SON server can set the parameters again to optimize system power with the computing support of MEC server. In this self-optimization process, if SON server can not get the real boundary, the fixed boundary will be used.
IV. POWER OPTIMIZATION IN SELF-ORGANIZING MEC
In this section, we propose a self optimization algorithm for power optimization in self-organizing MEC based heterogeneous small cell networks.
A. SET THE COST FUNCTION OF SPECTRAL EFFICIENCY OPTIMIZATION
MEC technology uses the common wireless network to add MEC platform function so that it has sufficient ability to VOLUME 6, 2018 provide business localization as well as close deployment. In the MEC network, handover process, which is an important network function, directly influences the communication function due to the high-mobility computing power.
The proposed handover process in MEC takes some requirements of the edge computing networks into account. It should be explained that such network function of handover can be regarded as a MEC service by utilizing the macro BS and small cell BS. Therefore, the cost function can be set as follow: (3) where N inf _HUE is the number of handover between macro BS and small cell BS at the point pathloss within the boundary during time interval T A as shown in the Fig. 3 . N all_HUE is the number of all handover between macro BS and small cell BS during time interval T A as shown in the Fig. 3 shown below. N inf_MUE is the times of radio link failure (RLF) of macro UE that occurs at the point out of house boundary during time interval T A as shown in the Fig. 4 shown below. ρ is the abrupt parameter,which denotes the weight of cost caused by RLF of macro UE, and the default value of ρ is 2, and it may be slightly adjusted in the simulation.According to cost function, if the number of handover from HeNB to macro eNB is small, and the times macro UE occurs RLF is less than the determined times, HeNB and macro eNB can reduce unnecessary handover and the cost function will be small. Fig. 3 depicts the model of HUEs which handover between small cell BS and macro BS and it can be clearly seen the inclusion relationship between HUE and the house boundary. Fig. 4 describes the model of macro user equipment (MUE) which occurs RLF or receives the interference signal, and it is mainly used to distinguish the number of RLF which occurs at the point out of the boundary. Fig. 5 is the model of small cell BS and MUE which are in the coverage of a macro BS. Calculating the number of small cell BS in the coverage area of a macro BS and macro UEs that a macro BS can support contribute to the derivation and understanding of the target in equation (3) .
And the target in equation (3) is the times of RLF of macro UE that occurs at the point out of house boundary during time interval T A and can be set as follow: where N small cell BS is the number of small cell BS in the coverage of one macro BS as shown in the Fig. 5 , N MUE is the number of macro UEs that a macro BS can support at the same time as shown in the Fig. 5 , λ MUE is the required ratio of macro UE that occurs RLF. T S is the measurement period as shown in the Fig. 6 , T A is the adjustment period of Tx power of small cell BS as shown in the Fig. 6 . β is the target adjustment factor, which is used to adjust the set times of RLF of macro UE occur at the point out of house boundary during time interval T A .
B. ADJUSTMENT SCHEME OF POWER OPTIMIZATION
In this subsection, our adjustment target is to minimize the cost function with a adjustment scheme. The detail adjustment scheme can be divided into the following three modules. The first is the input module which includes: 1) The required coverage ratio of macro BS; 2) The range of TX power of small cell BS; 3) Measurement reports which include RSRP value, TX power, cell ID of small cell BS when HUE handovers between macro BS and small cell BS; 4) Measurement reports which include RSRP value, TX power, cell ID of small cell BS when macro UE occurs RLF due to interference from this small cell BS.
The process module whose execution entity is in the MEC controller is mainly to calculate some of the reference quantity, and it can be shown below: After the selfconfiguration and house boundary decision have finished, initial the power optimization adjustment. The initial power adjustment procedure is as follow: a. Count times macro UE occurs RLF at the point out of the house boundary of the small cell BS which macro UE receive the strongest signal from during the interval T A as shown in the Fig. 4 as N inf_MUE , if this number is larger than the target, reduce the TX power of this small cell BS by 0.5dB, otherwise increase the power by 0.5dB.
b. Count times that HUE handovers between macro BS and small cell BS at the point within the house boundary of the small cell BS during the interval T A as shown in the Fig. 3 as N inf _HUE .
c. Count times that HUE handovers between macro BS and small cell BS during the interval T A as N all_HUE .
d. Calculate the cost function based on the equation (3). After the initial power adjustment, we can do the following operations:
a. Count times macro UE occurs RLF at the point out of the house boundary of the small cell BS which macro UE receives the strongest signal from during the interval T A as shown in the Fig. 4 as N inf_MUE . b. Count times HUE handovers between macro BS and small cell BS at the point within the house boundary of the small cell BS during the interval T A as shown in the Fig. 3 as N inf _HUE .
c. Count times HUE handovers between macro BS and small cell BS during the interval T A as N all_HUE .
d. Calculate the cost function based on the equation (3). e. If current cost function is less than the previous cost function and previous power adjustment is the reduction of power. Then,
• If N inf_MUE is more than two times of target, reduce the power by 2 dB
• If N inf_MUE is more than one and half times of target and N inf_MUE is less than two times of target, reduce the power by 1 dB
• If N inf_MUE equals zero, keep the TX power unchanged • Otherwise reduce the power by 0.5 dB f. If current cost function is less than the previous cost function and previous power adjustment is to increase the power, increase the power by 0.5dB. g. If current cost function is more than the previous cost function, keep the TX power unchanged.
h. If previous iteration does not adjust the power. Then,
• If current N inf_MUE is more than target, reduce the power by 0.5dB
• If current N inf_MUE is less than half of target, increase the power by 0.5dB
• Otherwise keep the TX power unchanged i. Return to the step a and continue the iteration in the next interval T A .
To sum up, it can output the transmitted power values of small cell BSs. Fig. 7 illustrates the operation sequence of self-optimization of the proposed MEC based handover mechanism. The resources and use in MEC, which are parts of the edge computing network, should also accept unified orchestration and management. By allocating various network services to the MEC servers with a flexible and dynamic handover between macro BS and small cell BS, the designed network is closer to home requirements and can provide more convenient services. 
C. PERFORMANCE METRICS
The first which is introduced is the performance metric of the optimization procedure, whose coverage ratio of macro BS can be set as below:
Supposing that all macro UEs in the coverage of a macro BS are always in active mode, and evaluate all UEs in a period of T s if the UE occurs RLF, count the number of MUE that occurs RLF as N RLF,i and the number of MUE which doesn't occur RLF as N connect,i respectively, then sum N RLF,i and N connect,i at all evaluation times during the whole evaluation interval (N T s ) as shown in the Fig. 8 . Then,
• At t 0 , evaluate every UE if it occurs RLF, and count the number of all UEs and the number of UEs which occur RLF during interval T s
• At t n , sum the count of the number of all UEs and the number of UEs which occur RLF at any evaluation point during the evaluation period Similarly, supposing all macro UEs in the coverage of a macro BS are always in active mode, and evaluate all UEs in a period of T s if the MUE occurs RLF, and count the number of MUE which occurs RLF and MUE which is out of the house boundary as N RLF,i , count the number of MUE that which doesn't occur RLF and MUE which is out of the house boundary as N connect,i respectively, then sum N RLF,i and N connect,i at all evaluation times during the whole evaluation interval (N T s ) as shown in the Fig. 8 .
As to the coverage ratio of small cell BS geographically inside the house, it can be set as below:
Coverage rate of small cell BS = Number 1 Number 2 (6) where Number 1 represents the number of handover between macro BS and small cell BS out of house boundary, Number 2 represents the number of handover between macro BS and small cell BS. When it comes to the performance metrics for result evaluation, we introduce an equation about the coverage ratio of macro BS which these area values are obtained in a macro BS:
Coverage ratio macro BS = Coverage area of MUE all area
The evaluation method is that dropping many MUEs randomly in the area which are considered to be covered by macro BS. Then, check the dropped MUEs if they are in coverage or out of coverage. And count the number of MUEs which are in coverage as coverage area of MUE in a macro BS, count the number of dropped MUEs as all area of a macro BS. The judging criteria is: if RSRP ≥−124 dBm and SINR >−3 dB, then, this UE is in coverage. Otherwise this UE is out of coverage.
And almost the same as described above, the coverage ratio of small cell BS geographically inside the house can be set below:
Coverage rate small cell BS = Coverage area small cell BS area all (8) where Coverage area small cell BS represents the coverage area of small cell BS in the houses, area all represents all area in the houses which have small cell BS. The evaluation method is that we randomly drop many HUEs in the area we consider that should be covered by small cell BSs. Then, we check the dropped HUEs if they are in coverage or out of coverage. Then count the number of HUEs that are in coverage as coverage area of HUE in a small cell BS, and count the number of dropped HUEs as all area of a small cell BS. The judging criteria in coverage is : if RSRP ≥−124 dBm and SINR >−3 dB, then, this UE is in coverage. Otherwise this UE is out of coverage.
Another very important reference is the average spectral efficiency:
where N 1 is the number of MUEs which are in coverage. N 2 is the number of all MUEs, SIN R n is the ratio of signal to interference plus noise of n th MUE, N 3 is the number of HUEs which are in coverage, N 4 is the number of all HUEs. SIN R m is the ratio of signal to interference plus noise of nth HUE.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, simulation results are given to evaluate the performance of proposed algorithms. In the simulations, small cell BS is deployed on the edge of macro cell, which is far from the macro BS, and HUEs are uniformly distributed in their serving small cell BS, we will set the penetration loss of wall to 10 dB or 20 dB. The simulation frequency is 2 GHz, system bandwidth is 10 MHz, the coverage radius of the macro BS is 570 m, and that of a small cell BS is 6 m. The noise figure of small cell BS is 8 dB, the maximum transmitted power of small cell BS is 20 dBm, and the minimum transmitted power of small cell BS is −20 dBm. The SINR of MUE is −6 dB, and the SINR of HUE is −5 dB. The number of MUEs is 23400, and the number of HUEs is 9000, the velocity of HUE is 1 m/s. Fig. 9 shows the comparisons of coverage ratio of macro BS and small cell BS when the penetration loss is set to 10 dB and the transmitted power of each small cell BS increases from −20 dBm to 20 dBm. It can be seen from Fig. 9 that the coverage ratio of small cell BS increases with the increase of the transmitted power of small cell BS and the coverage ratio of macro BS decreases with the increase of the transmitted power of small cell BS. It also can be seen from Fig. 9 that the coverage ratio of small cell BS will exceed 90% with the increase of the transmitted power of small cell BS. On the contrary, the coverage ratio of macro BS will less than 80% with the increase of the transmitted power of small cell BS. Fig. 10 shows the comparisons of spectral efficiency of proposed algorithm and existing algorithm in [28] when the penetration loss is set to 10 dB and the transmitted power of each small cell BS increases from −20 dBm to 20 dBm. It can be seen from Fig. 10 that the spectral efficiency of small cell BS increases with the increase of the transmitted power of small cell BS, the proposed algorithm in this paper can achieve 2.4bps/Hz which is higher than existing algorithm. . 11 shows the distribution of optimized transmitted power of small cell BS when the penetration loss is set to 10 dB, as can be seen from Fig. 11 , the distribution of transmitted power of small cell BS concentrate on −20 dBm and the number of small cell BS is about 65 when transmitted power is −20 dBm. we also observe that the transmitted power of small cell BS shall not exceed 6 dBm and the transmitted power of small cell BS should not less than −20 dBm. After computation, we can get average transmitted power of small cell BS is −17.59 dBm. Fig. 12 shows the comparisons of coverage ratio of macro BS and small cell BS when the penetration loss is set to 20 dB and the transmitted power of each small cell BS increases from −20 dBm to 20 dBm. It can be seen from Fig. 12 that the coverage ratio of small cell BS increases with the increase of the transmitted power of small cell BS and the coverage ratio of macro BS decreases with the increase of the transmitted power of small cell BS. It also can be seen from Fig. 12 that the coverage ratio of small cell BS is about 92% when the transmitted power of small cell BS is −20 dBm, which is larger than coverage ratio of small cell BS when the penetration loss of wall is 10 dB and the transmitted power of small cell BS is −20 dBm, the coverage ratio of macro BS is about 19% when the transmitted power of small cell BS is 20 dBm, which is larger than coverage ratio of macro BS when the penetration loss of wall is 10 dB and the transmitted power of small cell BS is 20 dBm. Fig. 13 shows the comparisons of spectral efficiency of macro BS and small cell BS when the penetration loss set to 20 dB and the transmitted power of each small cell BS increases from −20 dBm to 20 dBm. It can be seen from Fig. 13 that the spectral efficiency of small cell BS increases with the increase of the transmitted power of small cell BS and the spectral efficiency of macro BS decreases with the increase of the transmitted power of small cell BS. We also can observe that the spectral efficiency of small cell BS increases from 2 to 3.6 when the transmitted power of small cell BS increases from −20 dBm to 20 dBm, which is larger than spectral efficiency of small cell BS when the penetration of wall is 10 dB, the spectral efficiency of macro BS decreases from 2.5 to 0.2 when the transmitted power of small cell BS increases from −20 dBm to 20 dBm, which is larger than spectral efficiency of macro BS when the penetration of wall is 10 dB.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated the power optimization problem in self-organizing MEC based heterogeneous small cell networks. The boundary calculation problem of small cell BS was solved by boundary determination algorithm, where small cell BS have finished the initialization process. A cost problem was considered in self-organizing MEC based heterogeneous small cell networks, then we used self optimization algorithm to minimize the cost function. It can be concluded from simulation results that the coverage ratio of small cell BS with larger penetration loss was bigger than that with small penetration loss, because the larger penetration loss bring less interference of macro BS to small cell BS. Simulation results showed that the proposed algorithms make the coverage ratio of macro BS larger than required coverage ratio and maximize the coverage ratio of small cell BS in terms of spectral efficiency.
